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Abstract
Here we present a framework for creating personalized cardiac deformation fields 

from MRI data, which is used to investigate response to cardiac resynchronization 

therapy (CRT). Currently, among patients with dyssynchronous heart failure, 33% 

of patients do not respond to CRT, a surgical treatment option, implying that 

clinical guidelines are not sufficient in predicting response. Our hypothesis is that 

there are underlying mechanical and tissue differences between patients that can 

be exposed via personalised deformation, providing a look beyond clinical 

measurements. Such deformation fields are possible through the presented 

framework, which uses the Image Registration Toolkit (IRTK) to align and register 

various types of MRI images to a baseline image series, accounting for patient 

motion. Motion tracking software provided by IRTK is then used to calculate 

deformation fields representing the patient’s cardiac motion. The end result is 

personalized deformation fields which can be projected onto finite element 

meshes and used in the estimation of myocardial tissue stiffness through the 

CHeart physics solver. Additionally, this streamlined framework allows for the 

analysis of large patient cohorts, expanding the view of CRT response.
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Patient-Specific Modelling

• Patient-specific modelling is becoming a more clinically relevant tool

• Modelling can capture and predict individualised diseases 

• Computationally derived biomarkers give insight beyond clinical metrics 

• To be effective, models must be personalised from patient data 

CRT for Dyssynchronous Heart Failure

• Dyssynchronous Heart Failure :  ventricles don’t contract together. 

• Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT) is a surgical treatment option. 

• 30 % do not respond to CRT   

• Response :  volumetric remodelling, an increase in ejection fraction (EF) and 

narrowing of QRS complex. 
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Reduced Holzapfel-Ogden Constitutive Model [1]
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Provides an optimal balance between fidelity and complexity
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Reduced Order Unscented Kalman Filtering (ROUKF) [2]
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The LV volume curve gives an 

indication of the passive filling 

frames to be used for parameter 

estimation

These are interpolated in time for 

a smoother assimilation process. 

Iteratively tries to match parameters by 

running CHeart based forward 

simulations of volume driven inflation[3]

and comparing each step with the 

motion tracking results. 

Assimilates data cumulatively, 

resulting in the final parameter which 

gives the minimum displacement 

error. 

Sweep verification of the ROUKF result. Error over time of the parameter 

estimation and resulting scaled EDPVR
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Fibre stiffness

Isotropic stiffnessCan we see a difference in stiffness ratio between a healthy volunteer, CRT non-responder and CRT responder? 

Potentially!

Parameter filtering results for each of the 3 

cases showed a split in the stiffness ratio.  

This gives a potential new biomarker that 

may 

• help to predict a patients response to 

CRT

• Further understanding of the 

mechanisms that govern CRT 

response

Continuing study involving 200+ patients, 

will work towards establishing model 

fidelity and parameter identifiability

Considering other potential biomarkers 

(strain, work, regional variations)

Future Work – Strain Mapping
Motion tracking gives us a deformation field from

which strain data can be estimated

Because it’s dependent on second derivatives, 

errors in the image data propagate, thus the motion 

tracking must be smoothed for realistic results.

Once we obtain these fields, we can estimate

• Timing of mechanical activation

• Dyssynchrony / hypokinesia

• Contractility (fibre strain degree)
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These parameters 

will be calculated for 

the 200+ study 

participants using 

our workflow and 

correlated with 

known CRT 

response. 

Here are preliminary 

strain mappings with 

circumferential 

component shown.

Software analyses each 

image time-step and 

calculates the cardiac 

motion deformation field 
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Deformation is applied to 

the 3D mesh to 

transform its vertices in 

space and time to match 

cardiac motion
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